CIRCULAR

To,
The Officer-in-Charge
1. AN-Pay, Pay Section (Local)
2. All AAOS(Pay), All PAO (ORs) & AOGEs Under PCDA (WC) Chandigarh

Subject:- Late uploading of data in r/o Monthly Subscriber Contribution Credit

It has been observed from the Dashboard report of NSDL site that Monthly Subscriber Contribution Credit data is not being uploaded at the end of the month. The same data is required to be reflected in MIS Report which is submitted 5th of the following month.

It is, therefore, requested to upload Monthly Subscriber Contribution Credit data positively at the end of the month to avoid adverse comments from Higher Authorities and further Legal complication.

A.C.D.A (NPS Cell)

The O I/C :: for uploading on the website of PCDA (WC).
IT & S (Local)

A.C.D.A NPS Cell)